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Abstract
The issue of fake news has become very prominent
in recent months. Its power to mislead and misinform
has been made evident around the world. While fake
news is not a new phenomenon, the means by which
it is spread has changed in both speed and magnitude. Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are fertile ground for the spread
of fake news. Algorithms known as bots are increasingly being deployed to manipulate information, to
disrupt social media communication, and to gain user
attention. While technological assistance to identify
fake news are beginning to appear, they are in their
infancy. It will take time for programmers to create
software that can recognize and tag fake news without human intervention. Even if technology can help
to identify fake news in the future, those who seek to
create and provide fake news will also be creating the
means to continue, creating a loop in which those who
want to avoid fake news are always playing catch up.
Individuals have the responsibility to protect
themselves from fake news. It is essential to teach
ourselves and our students and patrons to be critical
consumers of news. This issue of Library Technology
Reports (vol. 53, no. 8), “Combating Fake News in the
Digital Age,” is for librarians who serve all age levels
and who can help by teaching students both that they
need to be aware and how to be aware of fake news.
Library instruction in how to avoid fake news, how
to identify fake news, and how to stop fake news will
be essential.
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Chapter 1

History of Fake News

“Massive digital misinformation is becoming pervasive
in online social media to the extent that it has been listed
by the World Economic Forum (WEF) as one of the main
threats to our society.”1

F

Pre–Printing Press Era
Forms of writing inscribed on materials like stone,
clay, and papyrus appeared several thousand years
ago. The information in these writings was usually
limited to the leaders of the group (emperors, pharaohs, Incas, religious and military leaders, and so on).
Controlling information gave some people power over
others and has probably contributed to the creation
of most of the hierarchical cultures we know today.
Knowledge is power. Those controlling knowledge,
information, and the means to disseminate information became group leaders, with privileges that others
in the group did not have. In many early state societies, remnants of the perks of leadership remain—
pyramids, castles, lavish household goods, and more.
Some of the information that has survived, carved
in stone or baked on tablets or drawn in pictograms,
extolled the wonder and power of the leaders. Often

Post–Printing Press Era
The invention of the printing press and the concurrent
spread of literacy made it possible to spread information more widely. Those who were literate could easily use that ability to manipulate information to those
who were not literate. As more people became literate, it became more difficult to mislead by misrepresenting what was written.
As literacy rates increased, it eventually became
economically feasible to print and sell information. This made the ability to write convincingly
and authoritatively on a topic a powerful skill. Leaders have always sought to have talented writers in
their employ and to control what information was
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt
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ake news is nothing new. While fake news was in
the headlines frequently in the 2016 US election
cycle, the origins of fake news date back to before
the printing press. Rumor and false stories have probably been around as long as humans have lived in
groups where power matters. Until the printing press
was invented, news was usually transferred from person to person via word of mouth. The ability to have
an impact on what people know is an asset that has
been prized for many centuries.

these messages were reminders to the common people that the leader controlled their lives. Others were
created to insure that an individual leader would be
remembered for his great prowess, his success in battle, or his great leadership skills. Without means to
verify the claims, it’s hard to know whether the information was true or fake news.
In the sixth century AD, Procopius of Caesarea
(500–ca. 554 AD), the principal historian of Byzantium, used fake news to smear the Emperor Justinian.2 While Procopius supported Justinian during his
lifetime, after the emperor’s death Procopius released
a treatise called Secret History that discredited the
emperor and his wife. As the emperor was dead, there
could be no retaliation, questioning, or investigations.
Since the new emperor did not favor Justinian, it is
possible the author had a motivation to distance himself from Justinian’s court, using the stories (often
wild and unverifiable) to do so.

5
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produced. Printed information became available in
different formats and from different sources. Books,
newspapers, broadsides, and cartoons were often created by writers who had a monetary incentive. Some
were paid by a publisher to provide real news. Others,
it seems, were paid to write information for the benefit of their employer.
In 1522, Italian author and satirist Pietro Aretino wrote wicked sonnets, pamphlets, and plays. He
self-published his correspondence with the nobility of
Italy, using their letters to blackmail former friends
and patrons. If those individuals failed to provide the
money he required, their indiscretions became public. He took the Roman style of pasquino—anonymous
lampooning—to a new level of satire and parody.
While his writings were satirical (not unlike today’s
Saturday Night Live satire), they planted the seeds of
doubt in the minds of their readers about the people in
power in Italy and helped to shape the complex political reality of the time.3
Aretino’s pasquinos were followed by a French
variety of fake news known as the canard. The French
word canard can be used to mean an unfounded rumor
or story. Canards were rife during the seventeenth century in France. One canard reported that a monster,
captured in Chile, was being shipped to France. This
report included an engraving of a dragon-like creature.
During the French Revolution the face of Marie Antoinette was superimposed onto the dragon. The revised
image was used to disparage the queen.4 The resulting
surge in unpopularity for the queen may have contributed to her harsh treatment during the revolution.
Jonathan Swift complained about political fake
news in 1710 in his essay “The Art of Political Lying.”
He spoke about the damage that lies can do, whether
ascribed to a particular author or anonymous: “Falsehood flies, and truth comes limping after it, so that
when men come to be undeceived, it is too late; the
jest is over, and the tale hath had its effect.”5 Swift’s
descriptions of fake news in politics in 1710 are
remarkably similar to those of writers of the twentyfirst century.
American writer Edgar Allan Poe in 1844 wrote a
hoax newspaper article claiming that a balloonist had
crossed the Atlantic in a hot air balloon in only three
days.6 His attention to scientific details and the plausibility of the idea caused many people to believe the
account until reporters failed to find the balloon or
the balloonist. The story was retracted four days after
publication. Poe is credited with writing at least six
stories that turned out to be fake news.7

Mass Media Era
Father Ronald Arbuthnott Knox did a fake news
broadcast in January 1926 called “Broadcasting the
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt

Barricades” on BBC radio.8 During this broadcast Knox
implied that London was being attacked by Communists, Parliament was under siege, and the Savoy Hotel
and Big Ben had been blown up. Those who tuned in
late did not hear the disclaimer that the broadcast was
a spoof and not an actual news broadcast. This dramatic presentation, coming only a few months after
the General Strike in England, caused a minor panic
until the story could be explained.
This fake news report was famously followed by
Orson Welles’s War of the Worlds broadcast in 1938.
The War of the Worlds was published as a book in 1898,
but those who did not read science fiction were unfamiliar with the story. The presentation of the story as a
radio broadcast again caused a minor panic, this time
in the United States, as there were few clues to indicate that reports of a Martian invasion were fictional.
While this broadcast was not meant to be fake news,
those who missed the introduction didn’t know that.9
On November 3, 1948, the Chicago Daily Tribune
editors were so certain of the outcome of the previous day’s presidential election that they published the
paper with a headline stating, “Dewey Defeats Truman.” An iconic picture shows President Truman holding up the newspaper with the erroneous headline.
The caption for the picture quotes Truman as saying,
“That ain’t the way I heard it.”10 The paper, of course,
retracted the statement and reprinted the paper with
the correct news later in the day. This incident is one
reason that journalists at reputable news outlets are
required to verify information a number of times
before publication.
It is easy to see that fake news has existed for a
long time. From the few examples described above,
the effects of fake news have ranged widely, from
amusement to death. Some authors of fake news probably had benign motivations for producing it. Others
appear to have intended to harm individuals, families,
or governments. The intended and unintended consequences of fake news of the pre-internet era were
profound and far-reaching for the time. As the means
of spreading fake news increased, the consequences
became increasingly serious.

Internet Era
In the late twentieth century, the internet provided
new means for disseminating fake news on a vastly
increased scale. When the internet was made publicly available, it was possible for anyone who had a
computer to access it. At the same time, innovations
in computers made them affordable to the average
person. Making information available on the internet became a new way to promote products as well
as make information available to everyone almost
instantly.

Some fake websites were created in the early years
of generalized web use. Some of these hoax websites
were satire. Others were meant to mislead or deliberately spread biased or fake news. Early library instruction classes used these types of website as cautionary
examples of what an internet user needed to look for.
Using a checklist of criteria to identify fake news websites was relatively easy. A few hoax website favorites are

HOAX Websites
DHMO.org
www.dhmo.org

“Feline Reactions to Bearded Men”
www.improbable.com/airchives/classical/cat/cat.html

“Mankato, Minnesota”
http://city-mankato.us

“Martin Luther King, Jr.”
www.martinlutherking.org

Global Reach of Fake News
Initial forays into the world of fake news fall into the
category of entertainment, satire, and parody. They
are meant to amuse or to instruct the unwary. Canards
and other news that fall into the category of misinformation and misdirection, like the Martin Luther King
website, often have more sinister and serious motives.
In generations past, newspaper readers were warned
that just because something was printed in the newspaper did not mean that it was true. In the twenty-first
century, the same could be said about the internet.
People of today create fake news for many of the same
reasons that people of the past did. A number of new
twists help to drive the creation and spread of fake
news that did not exist until recently.
Twenty-first-century economic incentives have
increased the motivation to supply the public with
fake news. The internet is now funded by advertisers
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt
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• DHMO.org. This website claims that the compound DHMO (Dihydrogen Monoxide), a component of just about everything, has been linked to
terrible problems such as cancer, acid rain, and
global warming. While everything suggested on
the website is true, it is not until one’s high school
chemistry kicks in that the joke is revealed—
DHMO and H2O are the same thing.
• Feline Reactions to Bearded Men. Another popular
piece of fake news is a “research study” regarding
the reactions of cats to bearded men. This study is
reported as if it had been published in a scientific
journal. It includes a literature review, a description of the experiment, the raw data resulting
from the experiment, and the conclusions reached
by the researchers as a result. It is not until the
reader gets to the bibliography of the article that
the experiment is revealed to be a hoax. Included
in the bibliography are articles supposedly written by Madonna Louise Ciccone (Madonna the
singer), A. Schwartzenegger (Arnold, perhaps?),
and Doctor Seuss and published in journals such
as the Western Musicology Journal, Tonsological
Proceedings, and the Journal of Feline Forensic
Studies.
• city-mankato.us. One of the first websites to make
use of website technology to mislead and misdirect was a fake site for the city of Mankato,
Minnesota. This website describes the climate
as temperate to tropical, claiming that a geological anomaly allows the Mankato Valley to enjoy
a year-round temperature of no less than 70
degrees Fahrenheit, while providing snow yearround at nearby Mount Kroto. It reported that one
could watch the summer migration of whales up
the Minnesota River. An insert shows a picture of
a beach, with a second insert showing the current
temperature—both tropical. The website proudly
announces that it is a Yahoo “Pick of the Week”
site and has been featured by the New York Times
and the Minneapolis Star Tribune. Needless to say,
no geological anomaly of this type exists in Minnesota. Whales do not migrate up (or down) the
Minnesota River at any time, and the pictures of
the beaches and the thermometer are actually
showing beaches and temperatures from places
very far south of Mankato. It is true that Yahoo,

the New York Times, and the Minneapolis Star Tribune featured this website, but not for the reasons you might think. When fake news could still
be amusing, this website proved both clever and
ironic.
• MartinLutherKing.org. This website was created
by Stormfront, a white supremacist group, to try
to mislead readers about the Civil Rights activist by discrediting his work, his writing, and his
personal life.11 The fact that the website used the
.org domain extension convinced a number of
people that it was unbiased because the domain
extension was usually associated with nonprofit
organizations working for good. The authors of
the website did not reveal themselves nor did they
state their affiliations. Using Martin Luther King’s
name for the website insured that people looking
for information about King could easily arrive at
this fake news website. This website is no longer
active.
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rather than by the government. Advertisers are in
business to get information about their products to as
many people as possible. Advertisers will pay a website
owner to allow their advertising to be shown, just as
they might pay a newspaper publisher to print advertisements in the paper. How do advertisers decide in
which websites to place their ads? Using computing
power to collect the data, it is possible to count the
number of visits and visitors to individual sites. Popular websites attract large numbers of people who visit
those sites, making them attractive to advertisers. The
more people who are exposed to the products advertisers want to sell, the more sales are possible. The fee
paid to the website owners by the advertisers rewards
website owners for publishing popular information
and provides an incentive to create more content that
will attract more people to the site.
People are attracted to gossip, rumor, scandal,
innuendo, and the unlikely. Access Hollywood on TV
and the National Enquirer at the newsstand have used
human nature to make their products popular. That
popularity attracts advertisers. In a Los Angeles Times
op-ed, Matthew A. Baum and David Lazer report
“Another thing we know is that shocking claims stick
in your memory. A long-standing body of research
shows that people are more likely to attend to and
later recall a sensational or negative headline, even if
a fact checker flags it as suspect.”12
In the past several years, people have created websites that capitalize on those nonintellectual aspects
of human nature. Advertisers are interested in how
many people will potentially be exposed to their products, rather than the truth or falsity of the content
of the page on which the advertising appears. Unfortunately, sites with sensational headlines or suggestive content tend to be very popular, generating large
numbers of visits to those sites and creating an advertising opportunity. Some advertisers will capitalize on
this human propensity for sensation by paying writers of popular content without regard for the actual
content at the site. The website can report anything it
likes, as long as it attracts a large number of people.
This is how fake news is monetized, providing incentives for writers to concentrate on the sensational
rather than the truthful.
The problem with most sensational information
is that it is not always based on fact, or those facts
are twisted in some way to make the story seem like
something it is not. It is sometimes based on no information at all. For example:
Creators of fake news found that they could capture so much interest that they could make money
off fake news through automated advertising that
rewards high traffic to their sites. A man running
a string of fake news sites from the Los Angeles
suburbs told NPR he made between $10,000 and
$30,000 a month. A computer science student in
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt

the former Soviet republic of Georgia told the New
York Times that creating a new website and filling
it with both real stories and fake news that flattered Trump was a “gold mine.”13

Technological advances have increased the spread
of information and democratized its consumption
globally. There are obvious benefits associated with
instantaneous access to information. The dissemination of information allows ideas to be shared and formerly inaccessible regions to be connected. It makes
choices available and provides a platform for many
points of view.
However, in a largely unregulated medium, supported and driven by advertising, the incentive for
good is often outweighed by the incentive to make
money, and this has a major impact on how the
medium develops over time. Proliferation of fake
news is one outcome. While the existence of fake news
is not new, the speed at which it travels and the global
reach of the technology that can spread it are unprecedented. Fake news exists in the same context as real
news on the internet. The problem seems to be distinguishing between what is fake and what is real.
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Chapter 2

How Fake News Spreads
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Word of Mouth
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News has always been disseminated by word of mouth.
Early humans lived in small groups, moving from place
to place as needs required. As the human population
grew, there was greater need for communication. Contact between groups became more common, and the
connections between groups became more complex.1
News was still spread by word of mouth, but there was
more to tell. There were, of course, subsistence details
to convey, but there was also family news to share,
gossip to pass on, fashion trends to consider, and theological questions to answer. There were few means to
verify news that came from outside the local group.
If a traveler arrived from a distance and said that the
people in the next large town were wearing silk rather
than skins, there was no way to verify this information without visiting the distant place in person.
Presumably as people came to view local resources
as belonging to the group, there might have been
incentive to mislead outsiders about the size of the
population protecting those resources or to understate
the quality or amount of resources. If a resource was
scarce or valuable, there might be reason to provide
misinformation. However, because news was oral,
there is no record. We can’t know exactly what was
said.

Written Word
Groups began to create tools that would allow them
to tell a story, keep track of numbers, give directions, and so on about the same time as populations
became sedentary and began to grow. In the Middle
East, farmers, landowners, politicians, and family
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt

historians began to invent the means to keep track
of, remember, and convey information.2 Some groups
used pictures, some used counting devices, and eventually systems of writing were born. Written information posed its own set of problems.
First, there is the problem of writing material.
Some people used stone for a writing surface.3 Marking stone takes a lot of time and effort. The result
is permanent, but it is hard to carry around. Some
groups used clay as a writing surface.4 This is a terrific
material to use if you want to make your information
permanent. Mark the clay, fire it, and the information
is available for a long period of time. The downside
of clay is that it is relatively heavy, it takes up a lot
of room, and it breaks easily. This makes it somewhat
difficult to transport. The Egyptians used papyrus
(labor intensive and expensive).5 Native Americans
used tree bark (delicate and easily damaged).6 People with herds of animals used animal skins to make
parchment and vellum (not always available when
required, lots of preparation needed).7 The Incas used
knotted cords called quipus that acted as mnemonic
devices as well as counting devices.8
Second, not everyone knew the secret of how to
interpret the writing between groups or even inside
a group. If knowledge is power, knowing how to read
allowed people to assume the reins of power and to
limit access to information, thus controlling what
people did or did not know. This control made people
dependent on those who knew the secret. As we saw
above, some people did not hesitate to offer fake news
to serve their own purposes to manipulate or influence those who could not read.
While the elite used systems of writing, the nonliterate members of the group would have continued
to use word-of-mouth transmission of information.

Information was conveyed from those in power by
proclamation. A representative of the leader would be
sent to read out a message to those who could not read
but who had a need to know. Again there was no guarantee that the information being read was written
truthfully, nor that it was read accurately to the nonliterate public. What people knew in the early stages
of literacy was controlled by the literate.
Different writing systems required translators to
convey information between groups. Here again, the
honesty and or accuracy of the translation had a large
effect on the exact information that people received.
The same is true today. We often see articles that
essentially “translate” information from highly technical and specialized fields into information most people can understand. The translator’s motives can influence what is reported and what language is used to
report it. In the Wild West of the internet world, it’s
hard to know what a translator’s motives are without
spending an inordinate amount of time checking out
the author’s credentials.

Printed Media

Internet
With the birth and spread of the internet, it was
thought that a truly democratic and honest means of
sharing information had arrived. Control of the content accessible via the internet is difficult (but not
impossible), making former information power holders less powerful. Anyone with access and a desire to
share their thoughts could use the internet to do so.
At first the technological requirements for creating
a web page were beyond most individuals, but companies who saw a market built software that allowed
“non-programmers” to create a web page without any

Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt
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As more people became literate, it became harder
to control information. More information appeared
in printed form. More kinds of information were
shared.9 Printed information was carried from place
to place, and as new and faster means of transportation became available, people got news faster and
more often. As means of spreading news widely and
quickly, without intervention or translation, became
more common, it was harder to control the messages
people saw and heard. Newspapers, magazines, telegraph, and eventually radio, television, and the internet provided multiple avenues to transmit information without necessarily getting permission from the
state or other power holder. As new media inventions
became viable, they were used to share the news and
other information, creating a wide range of options
for news seekers.

knowledge of the computer code that was actually
responsible for transmitting the message.
Information can now come from anywhere and
at any time. Literally billions of actors can participate in the spread of information. The rate of flow
of information and the sheer volume of information
are overwhelming and exhausting. The democratization in information allows everyone and anyone to
participate and includes information from bad actors,
biased viewpoints, ignorant or uninformed opinion—
all coming at internet users with the velocity of a fire
hose. The glut of information is akin to having no
information at all, as true information looks exactly
like untrue, biased, and satirical information.
Added to the overwhelming amount of information available today is the impossibility for anyone to
know something about everything. The details about
how things work or what makes them function are
beyond most individuals. What makes a cellphone
work? What happens when you store something “in
the cloud”? How does a hybrid car engine know which
part of the engine to use when? What is the statistical margin of error, and how does it affect polls?
Are vaccines harmful? Did the Holocaust really happen? Arthur C. Clarke’s Third Law states, “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic.”10 What this means in terms of fake news is that
people are vulnerable to being misinformed because,
in a world where all things seem possible, they have
little or no basis for separating truth from fiction. It’s
hard to find a trusted source, so all sources must be
trustworthy or all must be suspect.
When the internet was made available to the general public in the 1990s, it was seen as a means of
democratizing access to information. The amount of
information that became available began as a trickle
and turned into a Niagara, fed by a roaring river of
new content. It became wearisome and then almost
impossible to find a single piece of information in
the torrent. Search engines were developed that used
both human and computer power to sort, categorize,
and contain much of the content on the internet. Eventually Google became the go-to means for both access
to and control of the flood of information available,
becoming so common that Google became a verb.
Computerization of information has a number of
benefits. Large amounts of information can be stored
in increasingly small spaces. Records of many kinds
have become public because they can be conveyed
electronically. With the advent of the internet, people can benefit from the combination of computerization and access, allowing information to be sent and
received when and where it is needed. New devices
have been invented to supply the fast and furious
appetite for information. New types of information
and new avenues for communication have become
commonplace in the last decade. More and newer
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versions of devices and platforms appear with increasing frequency. Originally this explosion of information available to the public was viewed as the democratization of power for the benefit of everyone, but
this view didn’t last long.11
This utopian view of the benefits of the computerization of information began to be overshadowed
almost immediately. The concept of free information
for the masses required that someone other than the
consumers of that information pay for it. To make paying for the internet attractive, data was needed. Automatic software programs were developed to perform
repetitive tasks that gathered data. These programs
were known as bots—short for robots. What they collected became a commodity. Data collected by bots
showed what sites were being used and what products were being purchased, by whom, and how often.
This information could be used to convince advertisers to pay to place their advertisements on websites.
The data could also be offered for sale to prospective
clients to use for their own purposes. Through using
bots, it became possible to harvest a wide variety of
information that could be sold. Once bots were successfully programmed to collect and send information, that ability was expanded for uses far beyond
simple advertising.
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Social Media
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The advent of social media presented another opportunity for advertising to specific and targeted groups
of people. On social media sites such as Facebook and
Twitter, information is often personal. These platforms
are used to find like-minded people, to stay in touch
with family and friends, to report the news of the day,
and to create networks among people. These platforms
provide an easy way to share information and to make
connections. Social media networks provide a shorthand method of communication using icons to indicate approval and various emotions. This allows people to respond to items posted on their pages without
actually having to write something themselves. If they
enjoy something, the push of a button allows that message to be conveyed. It they wish to share the information with friends and followers, a single click can
accomplish that task. It is possible for bots to be programmed to count those clicks and respond to them.
News outlets, advertisers, political parties, and
many others have created web pages that can be
directed to the accounts and networks of social media
users using programmed algorithms called bots. The
bots can be programmed to search for information
on the internet that is similar to what a social media
user has already clicked on, liked, or shared. They can
then inject that new information into what the user
sees.12 So, for example, rather than seeing stories from
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hundreds of news outlets, a bot will find news outlets
that are similar to those already being viewed. Bots
provide users with easy access to information about
things they already like. By following links between
accounts, bots can push information to the friends of
a user as well. This means that friends begin to see
the same array of information. Eventually one user
and the friends and followers of that individual are
seeing only information they agree with. This creates an information bubble that makes it appear that
the likes of the group inside the bubble represent the
likes of the majority of people (because the group
inside the bubble never sees anything contrary to its
preferences).
In Imperva Incapsula’s 2015 annual report on
impersonator bot and bad bot traffic trends, Igal Zeifman states, “The extent of this threat is such that, on
any given day, over 90 percent of all security events on
our network are the result of bad bot activity.”13 Social
and political bots have been used for the purposes of
collecting and sharing information. In the last decade,
there has been a concerted effort to design bots and
bot practices that work to steer populations in general
toward a particular way of thinking; to prevent people
from organizing around a specific cause; and to misdirect, misinform, or propagandize about people and
issues.14 The bots work much faster than humans can
and work 24/7 to carry out their programming.
Humans assist bots in their work by liking and
sharing information the bots push at them, often without reading the information they are sending along.
Tony Haile, CEO of Chartbeat, studied “two billion
visits across the web over the course of a month and
found that most people who click don’t read. In fact, a
stunning 55% spent fewer than 15 seconds actively on
a page. . . . We looked at 10,000 socially-shared articles and found that there is no relationship whatsoever between the amount a piece of content is shared
and the amount of attention an average reader will
give that content.”15 This means that once a message
has reached a critical number of people via bots, those
people will assist in the spread of that information
even though more than half of them will not have
read it. The manipulation of computer code for social
media sites allows fake news to proliferate and affects
what people believe, often without ever having been
read beyond the headline or caption.
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Technology of Fake News
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Fake news sites target the filter bubbles of groups most
aligned with that news. They use the power of social
media to do so. Initially fake news of the social media
era was relatively easy to spot. The claims of early
social media fake news purveyors were often meant as
entertainment. Language, fonts, and links were often
indicators that could be used to determine veracity. It
took only a short time for fake news to become more
insidious, more plentiful, more subtle, and subverted
for manipulation of information and public opinion.
Fake news has many new social media outlets where
it can appear and can spread quickly via both human
and nonhuman actors. During the 2016 presidential
election cycle for example, fake news appeared often.1
Determining what news was to be believed and what
news was to be ignored became more a case of party
affiliation than good sense.
Fake news sites and stories are shared for many different reasons. Some readers find the stories amusing.
Some find them alarming. Others find them affirming
of their beliefs. Many people share fake news without
ever having read the content of the article.2 Sharing of
fake news, whether because it is amusing or because
people think it is real, only exaggerates the problem.
Did Pope Francis endorse candidate Donald Trump?
No, but that didn’t stop the story from appearing on
social media and spreading widely.3 Did Hillary Clinton run a child sex ring out of a Washington, DC, pizza
shop? No, but that didn’t stop a man with a gun from
going there to exact vengeance.4
In the early days of the internet, fake news was
not a big problem. There were some websites that
sought to spoof, mislead, or hoax, but mostly it
was all in good fun. While some websites sought to
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spread misinformation, their numbers were limited.
It seemed as if the authority to shut down malicious
websites was invoked more often. Creating a website
on the early internet took time, effort, and computer
programming skills that limited the number of people
who could create fake news sites.
During the last decade, as an offshoot of the
stream of information provided by the internet, social
media platforms, such as Facebook and MySpace,
were invented so that individuals could connect with
others on the internet to point them to websites, share
comments, describe events, and so on.
Following that came the invention of another
type of social media—Twitter—which allows people
to send very brief messages, usually about current
events, to others who choose to receive those messages. One could choose to “follow” former President
Barak Obama’s Twitter postings—to know where he
is going, what is on his agenda, or what is happening at an event. This kind of information can be very
useful for getting on-site information as it happens.
It has proved useful in emergency situations as well.
For example, during the Arab Spring uprisings, Twitter communications provided information in real time
as events unfolded.5 During Hurricane Sandy, people
were able to get localized and specific information
about the storm as it happened.6 Twitter is also a convenient means of socializing, for getting directions,
and for keeping up-to-date on the activities of friends
and family.
The power of the various tools that use the power
of the internet and the information supplied there is
epic. The spread of the technology required to make
use of these tools has been rapid and global. As with
most tools, the power of the internet can be used for
both good and evil. In the last decade, the use of the

internet to manipulate, manage, and mislead has had
a massive upswing.

Big Data
The collection of massive amounts of data using bots
has generated a new field of study known as “big
data.” 7 Some big data research applies to the activities
of people who use the internet and social media. By
gathering and analyzing large amounts of data about
how people use the internet, how they use social
media, what items they like and share, and how many
people overall click on a link, advertisers, web developers, and schemers can identify what appear to be
big trends. Researchers are concerned that big data
can hide biases that are not necessarily evident in
the data collected, and the trends identified may or
may not be accurate.8 The use of big data about social
media and internet use can result in faulty assumptions and create false impressions about what groups
or people do or do not like. Manipulators of big data
can “nudge” people to influence their actions based
on the big data they have collected.9 They can use the
data collected to create bots designed to influence
populations.10

Bots
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Information-collecting capabilities made possible by
harnessing computer power to collect and analyze
massive amounts of data are used by institutions,
advertisers, pollsters, and politicians. Bots that collect the information are essentially pieces of computer
code that can be used to automatically respond when
given the right stimulus. For example, a bot can be
programmed to search the internet to find particular
words or groups of words. When the bot finds the word
or words it is looking for, its programming makes note
of the location of those words and does something
with them. Using bots speeds up the process of finding
and collecting sites that have the required information. The use of bots to collect data and to send data
to specific places allows research to progress in many
fields. They automate tedious and time-consuming
processes, freeing researchers to work on other tasks.
Automated programming does good things for
technology. There are four main jobs that bots do:
“Good” bots crawl the web and find website content
to send to mobile and web applications and display to
users. They search for information that allows ranking decisions to be made by search engines. Where
use of data has been authorized, the data is collected
by bot “crawlers” to supply information to marketers.
Monitoring bots can follow website availability and
monitor the proper functioning of online features.

This kind of data collection is useful to those who
want to know how many people have looked at the
information they have provided. “In 1994, a former
direct mail marketer called Ken McCarthy came up
with the clickthrough as the measure of ad performance on the web. The click’s natural dominance
built huge companies like Google and promised a
whole new world for advertising where ads could be
directly tied to consumer action.”11 Counting clicks
is a relatively easy way to assess how many people
have visited a website. However, counting clicks has
become one of the features of social media that determines how popular or important a topic is. Featuring and repeating those topics based solely on click
counts is one reason that bots are able to manipulate
what is perceived as popular or important. Bots can
disseminate information to large numbers of people.
Human interaction with any piece of information is
usually very brief before a person passes that information along to others. The number of shares results
in large numbers of clicks, which pushes the bot-supplied information into the “trending” category even if
the information is untrue or inaccurate. Information
that is trending is considered important.
Good bots coexist in the technical world with “bad”
bots. Bad bots are not used for benign purposes, but
rather to spam, to mine users’ data, or to manipulate
public opinion. This process makes it possible for bots
to harm, misinform, and extort. The Imperva Incapsula
“2016 Bot Traffic Report” states that approximately
30 percent of traffic on the internet is from bad bots.
Further, out of the 100,000 domains that were studied
for the report, 94.2 percent experienced at least one
bot attack over the ninety-day period of the study.12
Why are bad bots designed, programmed, and set in
motion? “There exist entities with both strong motivation and technical means to abuse online social networks—from individuals aiming to artificially boost
their popularity, to organizations with an agenda to
influence public opinion. It is not difficult to automatically target particular user groups and promote specific content or views. Reliance on social media may
therefore make us vulnerable to manipulation.”13
In social media, bots are used to collect information that might be of interest to a user. The bot crawls
the internet for information that is similar to what
an individual has seen before. That information can
then be disseminated to the user who might be interested. By using keywords and hashtags, a website can
attract bots searching for specific information. Unfortunately, the bot is not interested in the truth or falsehood of the information itself.
Some social bots are computer algorithms that
“automatically produce content and interact with
humans on social media, trying to emulate and possibly alter their behavior. Social bots can use spam
malware, misinformation slander or even just noise”
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to influence and annoy.14 Political bots are social bots
with political motivations. They have been used to
artificially inflate support for a candidate by sending out information that promotes a particular candidate or disparages the candidate of the opposite party.
They have been used to spread conspiracy theories,
propaganda, and false information. Astroturfing is a
practice where bots create the impression of a grassroots movement supporting or opposing something
where none exists. Smoke screening is created when
a bot or botnet sends irrelevant links to a specific
hashtag so that followers are inundated with irrelevant information.
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When disguised as people, bots propagate negative messages that may seem to come from friends,
family or people in your crypto-clan. Bots distort
issues or push negative images of political candidates in order to influence public opinion. They go
beyond the ethical boundaries of political polling
by bombarding voters with distorted or even false
statements in an effort to manufacture negative
attitudes. By definition, political actors do advocacy and canvassing of some kind or other. But
this should not be misrepresented to the public as
engagement and conversation. Bots are this century’s version of push polling, and may be even
worse for society.15
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Social bots have become increasingly sophisticated, such that it is difficult to distinguish a bot from
a human. In 2014, Twitter revealed in a SEC filing that
approximately 8.5 percent of all its users were bots,
and that number may have increased to as much as
15 percent in 2017.16 Humans who don’t know that the
entity sending them information is a bot may easily be
supplied with false information.

Experiments in Fake News Detection
Researchers have studied how well humans can detect
lies. Bond and DePaulo analyzed the results of more
than 200 lie detection experiments and found that
humans can detect lies in text only slightly better than
by random chance.17 This means that if a bot supplies
a social media user with false information, that person has just a little better than a 50 percent chance
of identifying the information as false. In addition,
because some bots have presented themselves and
been accepted by humans as “friends,” they become
trusted sources, making the detection of a lie even
more difficult.
To improve the odds of identifying false information, computer experts have been working on multiple approaches to the computerized automatic recognition of true and false information.18
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Written Text
Written text presents a unique set of problems for the
detection of lies. While structured text like insurance
claim forms use limited and mostly known language,
unstructured text like that found on the web has an
almost unlimited language domain that can be used
in a wide variety of contexts. This presents a challenge when looking for ways to automate lie detection.
Two approaches have been used recently to identify
fake news in unstructured text. Linguistic approaches
look at the word patterns and word choices, and network approaches look at network information, such as
the location from which the message was sent, speed
of response, and so on.19

Linguistic Approaches to the Identification of
Fake News
The following four linguistic approaches are being
tested by researchers:
In the Bag of Words approach, each word in a sentence or paragraph or article is considered as a separate unit with equal importance when compared to
every other word. Frequencies of individual words
and identified multiword phrases are counted and
analyzed. Part of speech, location-based words, and
counts of the use of pronouns, conjunctions, and negative emotion words are all considered. The analysis
can reveal patterns of word use. Certain patterns can
reliably indicate that information is untrue. For example, deceptive writers tend to use verbs and personal
pronouns more often, and truthful writers tend to use
more nouns, adjectives, and prepositions.20
In the Deep Syntax approach, language structure
is analyzed by using a set of rules to rewrite sentences
to describe syntax structures. For example, noun and
verb phrases are identified in the rewritten sentences.
The number of identified syntactic structures of each
kind compared to known syntax patterns for lies can
lead to a probability rating for veracity.21
In the Semantic Analysis approach, actual experience of something is compared with something written about the same topic. Comparing written text
from a number of authors about an event or experience and creating a compatibility score from the comparison can show anomalies that indicate falsehood. If
one writer says the room was painted blue while three
others say it was painted green, there is a chance that
the first writer is providing false information.22
In Rhetorical Structure (RST), the analytic framework identifies relationships between linguistic elements of text. Those comparisons can be plotted on
a graph, Vector Space Modeling (VSM) showing how
close to the truth they fall.23

Networks

Experiments in Bot and
Botnet Detection
A variety of experiments have been conducted using
multiple processes to create a score for information
credibility.29 Research groups are prepared to supply
researchers with data harvested from social media
sites. Indiana University has launched a project called
Truthy.30 As part of that project, researchers have
developed an “Observatory of Social Media.” They
have captured data about millions of Twitter messages
and make that information available along with their
analytical tools for those who wish to do research.
Their system compares Twitter accounts with dozens of known characteristics of bots collected in the
Truthy database to help identify bots.

Truthy
http://truthy.indiana.edu/about/
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In approaches that use network information, human
classifiers identify instances of words or phrases that
are indicators of deception. Known instances of words
used to deceive are compiled to create a database.
Databases of known facts are also created from various trusted sources.24 Examples from a constructed
database of deceptive words or verified facts can be
compared to new writing. Emotion-laden content can
also be measured, helping to separate feeling from
facts. By linking these databases, existing knowledge
networks can be compared to information offered in
new text. Disagreements between established knowledge and new writing can point to deception.25
Social Network Behavior using multiple reference
points can help social media platform owners to identify fake news.26 Author authentication can be verified from internet metadata.27 Location coordination
for messages can be used to indicate personal knowledge of an event. Inclusion or exclusion of hyperlinks is also demonstrative of trustworthy or untrustworthy sources. (For example, TweetCred, available
as a browser plugin, is software that assigns a score
for credibility to tweets in real time, based on characteristics of a tweet such as content, characteristics
of the author, and external URLs.28) The presence or
absence of images, the total number of images by multiple sources, and their relationships and relevance
to the text of a message can also be compared with
known norms and are an indicator of the truth of the
message. Ironically, all of this information can be collected by bots.

DARPA, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, is a part of the US Department of Defense. It
is responsible for the development of emerging technologies that can be used by the US military. In early
2015, DARPA sponsored a competition whose goal was
to identify bots known as influence bots. These bots
are “realistic, automated identities that illicitly shape
discussions on social media sites like Twitter and Facebook, posing a risk to freedom of expression.”31 If a
means of identifying these bots could be discovered,
it would be possible to disable them. The outcome of
the challenge was that a semi-automated process that
combines inconsistency detection and behavioral modeling, text analysis, network analysis, and machine
learning would be the most effective means of identifying influence bots. Human judgment added to the computer processes provided the best results.
Many other experiments in the identification of
bots have been reported in the computer science literature.32 Bots and botnets often have a specific task to
complete. Once that task is completed, their accounts
are eliminated. Detecting bots and botnets before they
can do harm is critical to shutting them down. Unfortunately, the means for detecting and shutting down bots
are in their infancy. There are too many bot-driven
accounts and too few means for eliminating them.
What happens to the information that bots collect
is one part of the story of fake news. During the 2016
US presidential campaign, the internet was used to
advertise for political candidates. Official campaign
information was created by members of each politician’s election team. News media reported about candidates’ appearances, rallies, and debates, creating
more information. Individuals who attended events
used social media to share information with their
friends and followers. Some reports were factual and
without bias. However, because political campaigns
involve many people who prefer one candidate over
another, some information presented a bias in favor
of one candidate or not favoring another candidate.
Because it is possible for anyone to launch a website and publish a story, some information about the
political candidates was not created by any official of
the campaign. In fact, many stories appeared about
candidates that were biased, taken out of context, or
outright false. Some stories were meant as spoof or
satire; others were meant to mislead and misinform.
One story reported that the pope had endorsed presidential candidate Donald Trump. In any other context, the reader would likely have no trouble realizing
that this story was not true.
Enter the bots. There have been some alarming
changes in how, where, and for what bots are used in
the past ten years. Bots are being programmed to collect information from social media accounts and push
information to those accounts that meet certain criteria.
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Social networks allow “atoms” of propaganda to
be directly targeted at users who are more likely to
accept and share a particular message. Once they
inadvertently share a misleading or fabricated
article, image video or meme, the next person
who sees it in their social feed probably trusts the
original poster, and goes on to share it themselves.
These “atoms” then rocket through the information ecosystem at high speed powered by trusted
peer-to-peer networks.33

Political bots have been central to the spread of
political disinformation. According to Woolley and
Guilbeault, the political bots used in the 2016 US elections were primarily used to create manufactured
consensus:
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Social media bots manufacture consensus by
artificially amplifying traffic around a political
candidate or issue. Armies of bots built to follow, retweet, or like a candidate’s content make
that candidate seem more legitimate, more widely
supported, than they actually are. Since bots are
indistinguishable from real people to the average
Twitter or Facebook user, any number of bots can
be counted as supporters of candidates or ideas.
This theoretically has the effect of galvanizing
political support where this might not previously
have happened. To put it simply: the illusion of
online support for a candidate can spur actual support through a bandwagon effect.34
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The Computational Propaganda Research project
has studied the use of political bots in nine countries
around the world. In Woolley and Guilbeault’s report
on the United States, the authors state, “Bots infiltrated the core of the political discussion over Twitter, where they were capable of disseminating propaganda at mass-scale. Bots also reached positions
of high betweenness centrality, where they played a
powerful role in determining the flow of information
among users.35
Social bots can affect the social identity people
create for themselves online. Bots can persuade and
influence to mold human identity.36 Guilbeault argues
that online platforms are the best place to make
changes that can help users form and maintain their
online identity without input from nonhuman actors.
To do that, researchers must identify and modify features that weaken user security. He identifies four
areas where bots infiltrate social media:
1. Users create profiles to identify themselves on a
social media platform. It is easy for bots to be programmed to provide false information to create a
profile. In addition, the accessibility of the information in the profiles of other social media users is
relatively easy to use to target specific populations.
2. In person, humans rely of a wide range of signals to
help determine whether or not they want to trust
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someone. Online users have more limited options,
making it much easier for bots to pretend to be
real people. For platforms like Twitter, it is significantly easier to imitate a human because the text
length is short and misspellings, bad grammar,
and poor syntax are not unusual. Guilbeault indicates that popularity scores are problematic. He
suggests, for example, “making popularity scores
optional, private, or even nonexistent may significantly strengthen user resistance to bot attacks.”37
3. People pay attention to their popularity in social
media. A large number of friends or followers is
often considered to be a mark of popularity. That
can lead to indiscriminate acceptance of friend
requests from unknown individuals, providing a
place for social bots to gain a foothold. Bots send
out friend requests to large numbers of people,
collect a large following, and, as a result, become
influential and credible in their friend group.
4. The use of tools such as emoticons and like buttons help to boost the influence of any posting.
Bots can use the collection of likes and emoticons
to spread to other groups of users. This process
can eventually influence topics that are trending
on Twitter, creating a false impression of what topics people are most interested at a given time. This
can, of course, deflect interest in other topics.38
While Guilbeault has identified practices on social
media platforms where improvements or changes
could be made to better protect users, those changes
have yet to be made. A groundswell of opinion is
needed to get the attention of social media platform
makers. The will to remove or change a popular feature such as popularity rating doesn’t seem likely in
the near future. In fact, while research is being done
in earnest to combat the automated spread of fake or
malicious news, it is mostly experimental in nature.39
Possible solutions are being tested, but most automatic
fake news identification software is in its infancy. The
results are promising in some cases, but wide application over social media platforms is nowhere in sight.
The research that exists is mostly based on identifying and eliminating accounts that can be shown to
be bots. However, by the time that has been accomplished, whatever the bot has been programmed to
do has already been done. There are very few means
to automatically identify bots and botnets and disable
them before they complete a malicious task.

Google and Facebook Anti–Fake
News Efforts
The social media platforms and search engines themselves have made some efforts to help detect and flag
fake news. Facebook created an “immune system” to

help protect itself from infection by bots.40 Google
announced that it will increase its regulation of advertising and linked-to websites.41 Facebook has turned
over the verification of information to five leading fact-checking organizations.42 Facebook has also
initiated a feature in parts of Europe called Related
Articles, which provides readers with access to the
results of fact-checking of original stories.43 Google
Digital News Initiative is creating programs to help
users verify information themselves with Factmata.
Overall, these attempts are reactive at best. The sheer
volume of potential misinformation and the difficulty
in identifying and shutting down bot accounts make
these attempts seem feeble.

Factmata
http://factmata.com/
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ost people have no clue how the technology
that envelops them works or what physical
principles underlie its operation. . . . Thus, the
‘limits of plausibility’ have vanished, and the ‘knowledge of the audience’ is constructed from Facebook
feeds, personal experience, and anecdote.”1 Notwithstanding, there are some things individuals can do
and tools that can be used to mitigate the spread of
fake news. While we might not be able to stop the creation of fake news, individuals can take steps to help
themselves and others.

Learn about Search Engine Ranking
A first strategy to foiling the purveyors of fake news
is to educate ourselves about how fake news is created
and how it spreads. For example, when people search
for information, they often use a search engine. The
amount of information that is retrieved is always
overwhelming. The vast majority of searchers do not
look at links beyond the first page of results, and most
people never get beyond the second link on the first
page.2 This makes the placement of information on the
page of results very important. The criteria that drive
the placement of information are complex and often
opaque to the general public. The result is that search
engine users accept whatever information appears at
the top of the search results. This makes users very
vulnerable to receiving and accepting misleading or
even fake information. Learning how the ranking of
websites is accomplished can at least forewarn users
about what to look for.3
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt

Be Careful about Who You “Friend”
In the world of social media, information is brought
directly to us, rather than requiring us to search for
it. That information is often shared and commented
on with friends and followers. One reason fake news
can spread is because we are not as careful as we
should be about accepting friend requests. It is great
to be popular, and one way of measuring popularity
is to have a long list of friends and followers. It makes
us feel good about ourselves. Because those friends
and followers generally agree with what we already
believe, having a lot of friends feeds our confirmation
bias, which also makes us feel good about ourselves.
If and when friend requests are accepted, we make
a psychological transition from thinking about the
requestor as a stranger to thinking about the requestor
as a friend. A certain amount of trust accompanies the
change in status from stranger to friend. That new
friend becomes privy to the inner circle of information in our lives and is also connected to our other
friends and followers. We trust those friends to “do no
harm” in our lives. We can unfriend or block someone
if we change our minds, but that often happens after
something bad occurs.
The friends list can be great when everybody on
it is a human. However, it is possible for social media
friends to be bots. These bots are, at best, programmed
to gather and provide information that is similar to
what we like. Unfortunately, bots are sometimes programmed to gather and spread misinformation or disinformation. “A recent study estimated that 61.5% of
total web traffic comes from bots. One recent study of

ID Bots
It is possible to watch for bots, and we should make
it a habit to do so before accepting friend requests.
Some things we can do to protect ourselves from bots
follow:

1. Accounts that lack a profile picture, have confused or misspelled handles, have low numbers
of Tweets or shares, and follow more accounts
than they have followers are likely to be bots. “If
an account directly replies to your Tweet within
a second of a post, it is likely automatically programmed.” 7 Look for these signs before accepting
a friend request.
2. Should a possible bot be identified, it should be
reported. Everyone can learn how to report a suspected bot. Social media sites provide links to
report misuse and propaganda.
3. Using a wide variety of hashtags and changing
them on a regular basis, rather than relying on a
single hashtag, can keep bots from smoke screening (disrupting) those hashtags.
4. If accounts you follow gain large numbers of followers overnight, that is probably an indication
that bots are involved. Check the number of followers for new friends.
5. For those with the skills to do so, building bots
that can counter the bad bots can be effective.8

Read before Sharing
Another reason fake news spreads and “goes viral” is
because people (and bots) click Share without having
read beyond the headline or without thinking about the
content of the message. A headline may be misleading or may be unrelated to the story it is attached to.
Headlines are meant to capture the attention, and they
are often written to provoke a strong reaction. It is easy
to provoke an emotional response with a sensational
headline. Sharing the link with others without looking
at the story attached can result in the spread of fake
news. Read the content of a link before sharing it.
In 2015, Allen B. West posted a picture of US Muslims who were serving in the US military attending
a regular prayer time. The caption for the picture
was “Look at what our troops are being FORCED to
do.” This caption implied that all US servicemen and
-women were being required to participate in Muslim
prayer services during the month of Ramadan. The
picture was widely shared until it was revealed to be
“fake news.”9
The idea that the US government would require
its military personnel to participate in any religious
observance is provocative. It elicits an emotional
response, which often leads us to share both the story
and our outrage with others—to spread the word.
That knee-jerk reaction often causes us to react rather
than take the time to consider what the plausibility of
the story really is.
A strong emotional response to a picture, caption,
or headline should act as a warning to slow down,
think, and ask questions. The US military is part of
Combating Fake News in the Digital Age Joanna M. Burkhardt
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Twitter revealed that bots make for 32% of the Twitter
posts generated by the most active account.”4 About
30 percent of the bot accounts are “bad” bots.5
If we accept a bot as a friend, we have unknowingly made the psychological shift to trust this botfriend, making any mis- or disinformation it shares
more plausible. After all, friends don’t steer friends
wrong. If an individual likes a posting from a bot, it
sends a message to the individual’s other friends that
the bot-posted information is trustworthy. “A largescale social bot infiltration of Facebook showed that
over 20% of legitimate users accept friendship requests
indiscriminately and over 60% accept requests from
accounts with at least one contact in common. On
other platforms like Twitter and Tumblr, connecting
and interacting with strangers is one of the main features.”6 People with large numbers of friends or followers are more likely to accept friend requests from
“people” they don’t know. This makes it easy for bots
to infiltrate a network of social media users.
It is very difficult to identify a friend or follower
that is actually a bot. Even Facebook and Twitter have
a hard time identifying bots. Bots are programmed
to act like humans. For example, they can be programmed to send brief, generic messages along with
the links they share. That makes them seem human.
They can be programmed to do that sharing at appropriate times of day. If they don’t post anything for an
eight-hour span, it makes them look like a human who
is getting a good night’s sleep. They can also mimic
human use of social media by limiting the amount of
sharing or likes for their account. If they share thousands of links in a short period of time, they seem like
machines. If the number of items shared by each bot
is limited, they seem more like humans. Bots can even
be programmed to mimic words and phrases we commonly use and can shape messages using those words
and phrases. This makes their messages look and feel
familiar, and they are, therefore, more believable.
If we friend a bot, that bot gets access to a wide
variety of networked social media accounts and can
spread fake news to our list of friends and followers.
Those people can then share the fake news in an everwidening circle. This means bots can influence a large
number of people in a short period of time. Bots can
also be linked into networks called botnets, increasing their ability to reshape a conversation, inflate the
numbers of people who appear to be supporting a
cause, or direct the information that humans receive.

23

the US government. A strict separation of religion
and government is guaranteed by the Constitution
of the United States. The contradiction between the
picture caption and what we know about how the US
is governed should cause us to question the information. Yes, soldiers must follow orders, but why would
soldiers be ordered to participate in a religious ceremony of any kind? Such orders would violate a fundamental principle on which the country was founded.
If the information were true, that would mean that
the democracy had failed and all those people sworn
to uphold the rules of the democracy deposed. If that
had happened, we would probably have heard about it
from other sources. This brief thought process should
bring the veracity of the posting into question. From
there it takes just a minute to find out that the picture
is of a regular Muslim prayer service in which US servicemen who are Muslims were participating—voluntarily. Invoking that brief moment of skepticism can
prevent the spread of fake news.
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There are a growing number of fact-checking sites
that make it their business to find out whether a story,
caption, or headline is true or false. Instead of sharing the fake story with others, it is a good practice
to check with a fact-checking site first to see what it
has to say about the story. It’s a good idea to keep
a list of fact-checking sites handy for that purpose.
Snopes maintains a list of known fake news websites.
FactCheck’s Spiral Viral page shows its findings about
information most often questioned. It lists all questions and answers at its site as well.10

Some Fact-Checking Sites
Snopes (specializes in political fact checking)
www.snopes.com/

PolitiFact
www.politifact.com/

Hoax-Slayer (email and social media hoaxes)
www.hoax-slayer.com/

StopFake (fighting false information about events in
Ukraine)
www.stopfake.org

FactCheck
www.factcheck.org
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Factmata (fact checks chain email)
http://factmata.com/ (fact checking using AI)

LazyTruth
www.lazytruth.com

SciCheck (fact checking for science-based claims)
www.scicheck.com

Twitter and Facebook are attempting to make use
of fact-checking organizations so they can more readily identify fake news and, perhaps, identify bots that
spread the fake news. Making regular use of factchecking sites before sharing information with others on social media can help stop the spread of fake
news. We can also engage with social media sites to
encourage changes that will benefit users. For example, instead of counting clicks to determine popularity, metrics rating the amount of time spent at a site
or page might be a better measure of interest. Moving away from the current popularity ratings based
on click counting could help limit the spread of fake
news. If enough users made it known that the current
popularity ratings are not adequate, it might be possible to influence the social media makers to count
something more meaningful.

Evaluate Information
We can help ourselves and our students by understanding how to evaluate sources and by routinely
applying that knowledge to the sources we use.11 What
is a source? What source can be relied on to be accurate and reliable? What signs can help to identify a
trustworthy source?
The word source can mean several things, even in
the context of information literacy and fake news. A
source can be the person who supplied information.
A source can be the person who wrote a news article,
report, or other piece. A source can be an organization that puts its name and reputation behind a piece
of writing. There are also anonymous sources of two
kinds: the first is the person who does not want his or
her name revealed as the one who supplied the information to a reporter; the second is a person who hides
his or her identity or affiliations while publishing his
or her own information.
According to Dr. Anders Ericksson and colleagues,
it takes 10,000 hours of practice to become an expert
on something.12 Whether it is playing baseball, playing
the violin, or reporting the news, at least 10,000 hours
of practice is required. That means that an expert will
usually have at least 10,000 hours more experience
than a novice. While some controversy exists about
the exact number of hours required, the nub of the

quickly, sometimes before the facts have been completely verified. The need for speed can also cause one
news outlet to simply repost a report from another
news outlet, even if the facts have not been verified.
Producers of On the Media have provided informational sheets in their “Breaking News Consumer’s Handbook.” Several points they list speak to the pressure for
legitimate news sources to release information quickly.
They offer pointers about the language reporters use
and what specific phrases mean regarding the reliability of the information they supply.14 On the Media also
suggests that part of the verification process for news
stories should be geographic. Sources geographically
close to the incident being reported are more likely to
have reporters at the site and will therefore be closest
to the unfolding event. Checking the geographic location of a story can help to evaluate its authenticity.
It is good practice to follow any links or citations
given in a story. Fake news writers often include links
and citations to make their posts seem more credible.
However, those links may not connect to any information that is relevant to the original post. A FactCheck report posted on November 18, 2016, found the
following:
Another viral claim we checked a year ago was
a graphic purporting to show crime statistics on
the percentage of whites killed by blacks and
other murder statistics by race. Then-presidential
candidate Donald Trump retweeted it, telling Fox
News commentator Bill O’Reilly that it came “from
sources that are very credible.” But almost every
figure in the image was wrong—FBI crime data is
publicly available—and the supposed source given
for the data, “Crime Statistics Bureau—San Francisco,” doesn’t exist.15

A quick and easy check for the veracity of a source
that seems questionable is to go to the homepage of
the news source and look at what other articles are
being posted. While one story may sound plausible,
there may be others that are less so. By looking at the
site in the aggregate, it is sometimes possible to determine the purpose and tone that will help identify the
site as legitimate or bogus.
Some fake news sites will reuse older information
retrieved from other sites to mislead by association.
For example, President Donald Trump credited himself with convincing Ford Motor Company, after his
election, to move the production of one of their vehicles from Mexico to Ohio. However, the original publication date of the announcement by Ford was August
2015, long before Mr. Trump was elected. Similarly,
in 2015, then-candidate Trump suggested that he had
influenced Ford to move its plant, citing a story on
Prntly.com. In fact, the original story came from CNN
in March 2014 and referred to moving some assembly
work to Ohio. The plant to be built in Mexico was still
being built in Mexico.16
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argument is that it requires substantial experience
and knowledge of a subject to make one an expert.
Experts always know more about their subject than
nonexperts do.
It is important to remember that experts are usually experts in one or two specific things. No one is an
expert in everything. If we are looking for expertise in
the history of the Civil War, we would not seek out an
expert in open heart surgery. For information seekers,
it should be habitual to look for biographical information about authors to get some idea of how much experience that author has with the subject being written
about. Education, years on the job, applied experience, prizes won—all these items serve as credentials
to help verify an author’s level of expertise. It is relatively easy to check the veracity of biographical information using the internet.
Because the internet is available to everyone, anyone can write and post what they like, whether they
have any expertise or experience with the subject. A
teenager in Macedonia invented news stories about
Donald Trump for months before the US presidential election in 2016.13 Those stories appeared along
with stories written by reputable journalists working for trusted news sources. The algorithms that
make stories from legitimate news sources and fake
news sources appear on a social media newsfeed are
based on information that people have responded to
(clicked on, liked, commented on, or shared) previously. That means if a social media user clicks on an
article written by the Macedonian teenager, it is much
more likely that user will see more of the same, rather
than articles from real news sources. It is unlikely that
a teenager in Macedonia would know more about a
US political figure than a seasoned political journalist
from the United States. Checking the credentials of an
author is another way of avoiding fake news.
Experience and education do not always result in
unbiased reporting. The reputation of the organization that supports (employs) a reporter also serves as
a means of evaluating a source. Publishers that have
been in the news business for a while get a reputation
based on the accuracy, reliability, and slant of the stories they publish. The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Fox News, and CNN have built their reputations
by selecting reporters who write the stories and then
by selecting the stories those authors produce. The
publishers act as gatekeepers for the news. For those
publishers with a track record for providing accurate
reporting, their reputation can serve as a credential
and can reflect that reputation on their reporters.
It is true that reporters with valid credentials
who write for reputable news outlets sometimes mislead or misinform. The monetization of internet-based
news is responsible for at least some misinformation.
The relentless 24/7 flow of news also puts pressure
on reporters and publishers to release information
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Seek Information beyond
Your Filter Bubble
We can avoid fake news by leaving our filter bubbles
and seeking out opinions that do not agree with our
own. Comparing sources is always a good idea. Comparing sources that illustrate different points of view
can often give some context to the interpretation of
the information being offered. If CNN says one thing
about a news story, it is likely that Fox will also cover
the same story. The differences between the two stories will often identify the “middle ground” where the
truth often lies.
We can subscribe to publications that specifically
provide information opposite from what we would get
on social media. Escape Your Bubble is an online publication that gathers information about your political
preferences and then provides you with information
that comes from sources outside your political bubble. Its goal is to help people understand each other
better. There are reasons why Republicans champion
certain causes or hold certain opinions. They often do
not agree with Democrats about the reasons a problem exists or how to fix it. It’s good to get input from
both sides in order to understand why people do what
they do. Getting the facts from different perspectives
can help to identify fake news.

Escape Your Bubble
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https://www.escapeyourbubble.com/
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We all have biases and preferences. It is important to acknowledge those biases and to keep them
in mind, especially when confronted with information
that does not support what that bias tells us. We must
work hard to overcome confirmation bias because
without effort we tend to dismiss information that
does not agree with what we already believe is true.
By at least considering information that disagrees, we
can make a more informed decision or form a reasonable opinion. This is something we need to remember
and consider in this era of fake news.

Be Skeptical
Approach news with skepticism. The psychology literature shows that in order to process information,
we must initially accept or believe it. Just to make
sense of something, the default is for the brain to
believe it. It takes an additional (and more difficult)
step to reject the information as false. As time passes,
we tend to remember as true the first information we
heard, read, or saw, even if it was not true and even
if we know it was not true. The more times we hear
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something, the better we remember it.17 So if we read,
see, or hear fake news from a number of friends, followers, or bots, that information sticks in our memories, even if it is not true and even if we know it is not
true. Finally, if some information contradicts a dearly
held belief, the normal reaction is to reject that information and to more firmly believe what we already
believe. This psychological fact allows humans to process information, but it also makes us vulnerable to
those who manipulate information. Remaining skeptical is one way to combat the biases and psychological
preferences built into our brains, at least long enough
to consider alternatives.

Use Verification and
Educational Tools
A wide variety of reliable news agencies provide information and tips to both their reporters and their readers for avoiding fake news. There are several projects
underway to increase levels of trust in the legitimate
media. The Trust Project at Santa Clara University
in California is working to “develop digital tools and
strategies to signal trustworthiness and ethical standards in reporting.”18 The Trust Project brings together
news reporters and editors with the goal of restoring
trust in the news media. This project has identified
indicators for journalism including a series of checks
that can be applied to news stories to indicate that
the information has been vetted for honesty, reliability, ethical treatment, and so on. Articles are flagged
with indicators that show fact verification has taken
place, ethical standards have been observed, conflicts
of interest have been exposed, and reporting versus
opinion and sponsored content articles are flagged.
Over seventy news organizations are collaborating on
this project.

The Trust Project
http://thetrustproject.org/

The National Institute for Computer-Assisted
Reporting is part of the 4,500-member association
Investigative Reporters and Editors. NICAR provides
the ability to combine information from varied digital sources, allowing reporters to verify information
and to extract facts and data more easily. New tools
help reporters with analysis, visualization, and presentation of structured data: Google Refine, ManyEyes
(IBM), TimeFlow (Duke University), Jigsaw (Georgia
Tech), the Sphinx Project (CMU), DocumentCloud,
and ProPublica. All of these groups are working to
help legitimate news sources provide readers with
accurate and reliable content.19

National Institute for Computer-Assisted
Reporting
https://ire.org/nicar/database-library/

Investigative Reporters and Editors Association
https://www.ire.org/

DocumentCloud
https://www.documentcloud.org

The Public Data Lab publishes A Field Guide to Fake
News.20 This guide describes “digital methods to trace
production, circulation and reception of fake news
online.”21 This publication was prepared for release
at the International Journalism Festival in Perugia in
April 2017. Its goal is to investigate fake news in its
context including where it appears and how it circulates online.
A number of educational institutions have created
classroom curricula to help students learn to be smart
consumers of information, especially news.22 The
Stanford History Education Group has created a classroom curriculum that includes a bank of assessments
to test the ability to judge credibility of news reports.

Stanford History Education Group
https://sheg.stanford.edu/

News Literacy Project
www.thenewsliteracyproject.org

Consistent and persistent use of a handful of simple practices could help to identify fake news and to
stop its spread. Putting those practices to use could
remove or at least reduce the incentives that drive the
creators of fake news. There are tools and techniques
available to help people become informed and savvy
news consumers. Legitimate news media sources are
creating criteria and tagging to help people to identify and select “real” news. There are easy means to
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escape our information bubbles and echo chambers.
In the end, it is up to all individuals to do what they
can to educate themselves about fake news and the
technology that brings fake news to their doorstep.
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Chapter 5

How Can We Help Our
Students?

Teach Information or Media Literacy
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Students today have never lived in a world without
computers and cellphones. They have always been
immersed in technology and bombarded with information. This is normal for them. They use technology easily and accept new technology readily. They
are willing to experiment and are quick to discard
anything that is not entertaining or that takes too
long to complete. They live in a world of 3-D, virtual
reality, and predictive searching. They have a preference for visual rather than written material. They
skim the surface of the information they receive,
rather than doing a deep dive to thoroughly research
a topic. They expect technology to work for them, at
lightning speed, without the need for instruction or
intervention.
Most people are confident that they know more
than they do. Experiments conducted by David Dunning and Justin Kruger in 1999 showed that people
who know relatively little about a subject are overconfident about their level of expertise in it.1 The “Dunning-Kruger effect” finds that students and others
overestimate what they know, despite knowing that
they lack experience or knowledge of the subject. People in general tend to trust their social media friends,
and students in particular tend to rely on social media
for their information. The sources of information they
trust are the ones their friends share with them. The
expertise of the author, the possible bias of the producer, the geographic location of the creator, the facts
that back up an assertion or claim, all take a back seat
to the credibility of their friend network. This makes
them particularly susceptible to manipulation. If they
happen to have unknowingly friended a bot that feeds

them misinformation, they are likely to believe that
information.
Helping individuals learn to be information- or
media-literate is one of the single most important
skills we can offer. It translates into the ability to
understand, control, and apply information. In order
to combat fake news, the first step should be to start
teaching students early in their education. By the time
students get to high school, which is typically the first
place they encounter “information literacy” today,
their learning habits are ingrained. We need to teach
basic information literacy skills much earlier in life,
and we need to repeat lessons throughout a student’s
education.
Psychologically, the first thing we see or hear
about a topic is what we remember as true. The more
times we hear something repeated, the more likely it
is that we will remember it, even if it is not true.2 To
start students on the road to information or media literacy, we need to start teaching those skills in elementary school so that critical thinking and questioning will become ingrained and habitual. We need to
capitalize on children’s propensity to ask questions
and encourage them to do so. We also need to help
them learn how to find answers to their questions. A
scaffolded curriculum of information literacy across
the K–12 system would build a foundation that students could use to approach adult problems after
graduation.
Students need guidance as they often lack life
experience. Teaching students to seek out experts and
to value those who have expertise in a subject will
provide them with a key to avoiding fake news. With
the democratization of access to information via the
internet, it is easy to find information, but is it not
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always easy to determine if that information came
from an expert and trustworthy source.3 Students
should understand that information coming from an
expert source will be more reliable than information
coming from an unknown source. Teachers should
provide guidelines for students to use in identifying
and selecting information supplied by experts.
As students reach high school, their tendency is
to rely less on the expertise of their teachers and rely
more on their friends. This is problematic in terms of
fake news because many students get their news only
from their social media newsfeed. Teens often share
news they have received via social media because a
headline or a picture, rather than the actual content of
an article, has caught their attention. They are often
unaware that they are receiving information from
bots driven by algorithms based on the likes, shares,
and clicks at their social media pages. They are often
unaware that the information they see can be influenced by nonhuman actors. Students often do not seek
out alternate sources of information, nor do they compare information to see how details might differ. We
need to encourage them to do so and show them how.
Technological interventions that are entertaining as
well as instructive can help to get information across
to teens.
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Make Students Aware of
Psychological Processes
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Knowledge is power. When we are aware that we are
psychologically programmed to believe information
first and then reject it later if necessary, it becomes
easier to insert skepticism into our analysis of news.
This makes it easier to reject fake news if we can initially accept that it might be fake news. It is easier
to dismiss the initial misinformation if we know our
brain has a tendency to hold onto it. Explaining the
psychological tendencies that could cause students
to believe fake news, and reminding them of those
tendencies periodically, can give them a means of
examining that news more critically. Making students
aware of how their brains are working can improve
their performance.4
In college, students are often psychologically ready
for a fresh start or at least exhibit a willingness to consider new ideas. At this critical juncture, it is important to provide the reasoning and the instruction that
will help them to apply their critical-thinking skills
to their new environment. The freshman experience
concerning information literacy can be very important, as it can, if successful, create the basis for the
rest of their college work. It is important to introduce
academically related information-literacy concepts
and skills at a time when they can be applied immediately to an assignment or problem. Skills concerning
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fake news can be taught any time as fake news is a
“hot topic” in the nonacademic world, and students
will have the opportunity to apply what they learn
immediately in their personal lives. Workshops, tutorials, YouTube videos, and games can be created based
on the topic of fake news. The information-literacy
skills conveyed in the exercises about fake news can
be applied immediately, but can also be transferred to
academic issues at the appropriate time.

Tie Information Literacy to
Workplace Applications
Building a curriculum to serve college students is
critical to producing the workforce practices employers are looking for. It is critical to tie information
literacy to the world outside academia and beyond
college. Students need to know how important the
information literacy skills are going to be to their
future success in the working world.5 Most students
will not have access to the research databases available to them at the university level once they move
into the working world. Students are usually familiar
with common platforms such as Google and Facebook.
Lessons involving Google and social media platforms
can provide a focus for instruction using sources students might have available to them as workers and
that they will certainly use in their everyday lives.
Tips, shortcuts, and cautions can center on the issue
of fake news, to make a class or workshop content relevant while teaching valuable skills.
The information literacy skills and concepts students are taught need to be offered in memorable
ways, across the curriculum. Offer students instruction
options in as many media as possible. Remember students today are visual people for the most part. They
don’t read deeply, and they tend to reject anything
that has no entertainment value. A YouTube video can
have more impact than an in-class demonstration. A
comic book about information literacy problem solving can be more memorable than a checklist handout. Make sure the tools you make available are easily accessible electronically. A problem-solving online
game can be effective as well as entertaining. Having
students create information literacy projects centered
on issues they feel are important could offer them an
opportunity for deeper understanding of the subject
and provide valuable insight. Get input from students
about what teaching tools they find most effective and
compelling.
Collaborate with a film studies class, an art class,
or a computer engineering class to address information literacy topics in new and interesting ways. Partner with other instructors as often as possible to allow
students to get information literacy training in more
than one setting, while they are learning another

subject. This will allow students to understand the
applicability of information literacy to other subjects.
Have students work on hands-on exercises that
demonstrate the need for care in selecting sources.
In memory studies, it has been shown that people
remember better if they have done something themselves.6 Rather than telling or showing students how
to find a source or check for factuality, plan instruction so that the students do the work, guided by the
teacher. Go the next step and have students apply what
they learn in one setting to a problem in another setting. It has also been shown that students benefit from
working in groups. Allowing instruction to take place
in small groups with input as necessary from a roaming instructor will help students to learn from one
another and to better remember what they learned.

Teach Students to
Evaluate Information

Teach Information Literacy
Skills and Concepts
Concentrate on information literacy concepts and
skills, rather than teaching students how to use a particular tool. Use those general concepts and skills in
concert with exercises that allow students to explore
a variety of research tools. Instructors will never have
enough time to demonstrate every database for students. It is more efficient to explain to students how
databases work in general and then have them use
a variety of databases to experience how they differ
from one another. Students have been using computer
databases most of their lives—Google, Facebook,
Twitter—and they frequently learn how to use them
by trial and error rather than by reading a help page
or following step-by-step instruction sheets. Have
them spend their time applying searching and evaluation skills to content rather than learning how to use
a particular database.
Make fact-checking sites known and available (see
gray box). If students are taught to be skeptical about
information, they should have questions about the
truth of the news they access. In order to verify news
as real or fake, students should be given the tools necessary to do so. Rather than relying on their network
of friends or the popularity rating of a post, students
should be directed to fact-checking sites, and information about what those sites are should be readily available at multiple locations—websites, social media
pages, printable lists, and so on.

Snopes
www.snopes.com

PolitiFact
www.politifact.com

FactCheck
www.factcheck.org

Show students the importance of following up
on citations and links. Information literacy instructors have used an article called “Feline Reactions to
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Teach students about author credentials and how to
evaluate them. Credential is a term librarians often
use, but many students do not know exactly what the
term means. What is a credential? What credentials
are legitimate indicators of expertise? Acceptable
credentials will vary from subject to subject, so the
definition is hard to pin down. Academic researchers
often try to use sources with peer-review processes
in place to do the vetting of authors for them. Unfortunately, in daily life those academic sources do not
always serve. They require extra steps to access, and
they often require affiliation with an organization that
supplies the sources. Most people receiving news from
social media are not likely to check that news against
an academic database or other reliable source in any
case. It can be time consuming to discover an author’s
credentials. Students will benefit from instruction in
what constitutes a credential, where to find evidence
of credentials, and why it’s worth the time it takes to
discover an author’s credentials.
In the same way, students should be encouraged
to think about bias. Everyone has biases that shape
their worldview. That worldview has an impact on the
interpretation of events. In reporting on a controversial situation, a journalist should strive for objectivity, but bias can color the representation of the event.
It can have an effect on what an eyewitness sees. It
can have an effect on the words a reporter chooses
when writing a story. Knowing the point of view of the
author will help students to identify bias. Biographical information about the author can be helpful in this
regard, as is knowing the viewpoint and reputation
of the organization the reporter works for. Have students consider, for example, how a reporter working
for the NRA might present information about a school
shooting. That same school shooting will probably

be reported differently by a reporter writing for an
anti-gun group. When confronting controversial subjects, students should be given instruction that will
help them find information from both sides of the
story. Once students understand why the credentials
of authors are important and how those credentials
inform the reader of possible bias, have a discussion
to help them to understand why they should not rely
on anonymous sources of information.
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Bearded Men” to demonstrate the importance of considering all aspects of an article. The article appears
to be reporting the results of a research experiment
and is formatted to look like a legitimate research
article. It is only when one examines the bibliography that things begin to look suspicious. There are
articles listed in the bibliography supposedly authored
by Madonna and Dr. Seuss, for example. Nonexistent journals are cited as well.7 An unwary or novice
researcher might be led to believe that the article was
reporting on serious research. In the same way, fake
news may contain links and citations to articles and
other information simply to give the story the look of
serious research and reporting. In fact, the links may
lead to information that is false, biased, or completely
unrelated to the subject. It is important to follow links
and citations to verify that they support the claims
made in the original piece.
Show students how easy it is to create a fake website using a URL that looks very similar to a legitimate website. Many fake news sites use web addresses
that are very similar to the web addresses of legitimate news agencies. It is very easy to assume that
the news being displayed is true if one is convinced
that the source is legitimate. Unusual add-ons after
the domain name, replacement of a capital letter with
a small letter, replacing a 1 (numeral one) with an l
(lower-case letter L) or vice versa are all tiny details
that can make the difference between getting real
news and getting fake news.
Teach students to use critical-thinking skills to
evaluate a post before they send it on to friends or followers. This could mean training that examines the
psychology of memory, the explanation of algorithms
and other computer-related processes, or the examination of author credentials. Since librarians typically
have a very limited amount of time in which to convey their message, the information must be stripped
to the bare essentials for classroom use. This would
be a good place to make creative use of technology to
create lessons that get the message out electronically,
making them available at any time. Lessons online
can be assigned for homework or preparation for a
class, rather than in a face-to-face class. Make a series
of TED-style talks about critical thinking, for example, and post them on the library web page or Facebook page.
Teach students about privacy issues. Students are
fairly cavalier about providing personal information
online in order to accomplish something. They are
often unaware of what happens to the information
they supply. Revealing basic information to set up a
profile or gain access to a website doesn’t seem invasive. However, many groups that ask for basic information sell that information to others.8 There are
groups that buy information from multiple sources,
and using the power of computing, put an individual’s
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profile from multiple sites into one file, which may
reveal more than one might wish. Individually, the
profiles are not necessarily useful, but in the aggregate, they can reveal private information without the
knowledge of the individual.
Teach students to slow down. Research shows that
the average time spent on a web page is less than fifteen seconds.9 While this might be enough time to
grasp the content of a headline, it is not enough time
to examine the meaning of the content or to determine where the information came from. Allowing sufficient time to absorb the content of a page is critical to understanding the message. Taking the time to
think about the content of a web page before passing
it on to someone else will help to stop the spread of
fake news.

Teach the Teachers
Teach the teachers. While librarians have been
immersed in information literacy for decades, other
teachers have not necessarily had information literacy at the forefront of their curricular objectives. As
the automated provision of information has become
unavoidable, and the manipulation of that information for good or evil is now in the hands of anyone
with sufficient coding skills to accomplish it, teachers
at all levels in all subject areas are ready to benefit
from the decades-old expertise of librarians. Librarians should make their information literacy instruction materials readily available and advertise their
location. Offer workshops and instruction to faculty
and others who influence students. Giving workshops
for teachers in the late summer or early fall will help
them understand the problems associated with fake
news and prepare them to help their students. This is
also the time to act as a liaison with writing and tutoring centers of all levels and kinds to share information literacy lessons with them. By teaching the teachers we can expand our reach beyond the fifty-minute
one-shot session. Cooperation and collaboration with
instructors in every subject area will help students
to solidify their skills in information literacy and to
avoid fake news.

Conclusion
The creation and spread of fake news is a problem that
seems ingrained in human nature. It has existed for
millennia and has been used to sway public opinion,
smear reputations, and mislead the unwary. In the
digital age, information travels much more widely and
much faster than it ever has before. Computer power
makes it easy to manipulate huge amounts of data,
aggregate data from past and present research, and

democratize access to information. Computer power
also makes it easy for those who know how to “game
the system” for their own purposes. Fake news online
is difficult to identify, its source is difficult to identify,
and the means of making it stop are not yet known.
Information literacy focusing on social media and
fake news appears to be the best option for allowing students, teachers, and the general public to
avoid being taken in by those who create fake news.
In the past, people were told, “Don’t believe everything you read in the newspaper.” More recently, people have been told, “Don’t believe everything you see
on television.” Today the warning must be, “Don’t
believe everything you see, hear, or read on social
media.” Healthy skepticism and rigorous evaluation of
sources—authors, publishers, and content—are key to
avoiding fake news.

5.
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7.

8.

9.
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